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Bitton: <em>Encyclopedia of Mormonism</em> Daniel H. Ludlow, ed.

book reviews
encyclopedia OF

MORMONISM ed daniel H ludlow 5 vols
new york macmillan 1992 ixxxvii
lxxxvii 1848 pp
ap heavily illustrated with
photographs maps and charts in vols 1 4 LDS scriptures vol 5
vols 1 4 249 distributed through BYU bookstore vols 1 5 340

available from macmillan
reviewed by davis bitton professor of history university of utah

of the making of encyclopedias there is no end and now mormon-

ism has one actually we have had our andrew jenson encyclopedias for
many years and if
imbruce
McCon kies mormon doctrine isnt a one
ifbruce
bruce R mcconkies
volume encyclopedia of its subject at least in intent 1I dont know what
it is but now we have a lavish multi volume semiofficial encyclopedia
intended for libraries for the general reader and for latter day saints if
its bulk and price tag assure that it will not go in the suitcases of
missionaries or be carried in little zippered leather tote bags to sunday
meetings we can nevertheless be sure that it will be much used and will
be around for a long time
soon 1I will indulge in the reviewers prerogative of grumbling just
a little although 1I hope not murmuring but first tribute must be paid to
for just getting the job done when
forjust
daniel ludlow and his editorial board lorjust
macmillan indicated an interest and when brigham young university
and its board of trustees responded affirmatively the task remained of
planning the content finding contributors and riding herd on them to get
their contributions submitted according to guidelines and of course
there then had to be completed a mammoth work of assembling illustrations preparing maps editing and production it was enough to be more
than a little intimidating some of us winced as we thought of the many
ways such a work could go sour creating problems and failing in its
purpose yet the simple fact is that the job was done with thoroughness
and responsibility and on time it must say something about the accumulated talents of brigham young university reinforced by other scholars
of the church that such an enterprise could be carried to a successful
conclusion one cannot imagine such a feat occurring in that distant year
of 1948 when 1I entered the Y as a freshman
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since encyclopedias are organized alphabetically according to an
irrational but convenient usage that has become standard since at least
pierre bayles seventeenth century work it is worth spending time with
the twenty three page synoptic outline at the beginning of volume 1
ixv which groups all the articles according to general topics its five
icv
major headings 1 1I history of the church 2 scriptures 3 doctrines
4 organization and government of the church and 5 procedures and
practices of the church and its members as they relate to themselves and
to society in general
are each subdivided the whole outline reveals an
admirable overarching conceptualization
it is of course manifestly impossible to be all things to all people
indeed the predictable adjective employed when reviewing any collective work is uneven so let us acknowledge a few problems for one
thing the choice of authors sometimes raises questions 1I have before me
a list of scholars who have established their competence and authority on
different topics relevant to the encyclopedia who are not represented
some of Mormoni
mormonisms
sms best scholars are included among the contributors however they are obviously far from a complete mustering of the
churche best and brightest but then you cant include everyone and
churchs
as long as the articles are well done who cares who does them
in the early stages of the project a criticism of male domination led
to placing addie fuhriman and jeanne B inouye on the editorial board
over one hundred women had already been invited to contribute articles
this is still a minority of those designated to participate although their
articles are convincing evidence that latter day saint women are intelligent and articulate which of course was never in question for anyone
having firsthand
first hand experience with latter day saints in those trenches we
ixiv the number of
call wards As with the 738 contributors in general iriv
women authors could have been multiplied several times over
the editors had the happy idea of inviting non mormon contributors thus we have the seasoning of such eminent authorities as james H
chann esworth frank moore cross jr W D davies john dillenberger
Chari
chani
charlesworth

joseph rosenblatt huston smith timothy smith krister stendahl
annette hampshire and perhaps others jan shipps offers an independent interpretation of mormonism as a new religion 2937 especially
important is the article on the reorganized church of jesus christ of
latter day saints by richard P howard RLDS church historian
the encyclopedia contains thirteen appendixes the biographical
register of general church officers in appendix 1I is handy but contains
only the barest of information position date of beginning the appointment birth date and place name of spouse number of children previous
occupational or church service background and death date and place
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no plural wives are named or dates of plural marriages given although
where applicable the phrase practiced plural marriage is included the
word seventy is used but to find out whether a general authority belongs
to the first or the second quorum or to that earlier and smaller group then
known as the first council of the seventy readers will need to consult
appendix 5
A chronology of church history appears as appendix 2 listing
about 250 events from the year 1771 the birth of joseph smith sr to
1991 As with all such listings the selection of events is arbitrary no
41significant
significant events are listed between 1955 and 1961 in 1964 the
significant event was observance of family home evening reemphasized 41657 useful enough for a quick orientation such a chronology
is far from an adequate representation of mormon history year by year
appendix 4 reprints some doctrinal expositions of the first
presidency and appendix 8 has some letters of the first presidency
1I wish that the introductory statement had acknowledged the existence of
james R clarks
darks valuable messages of the first presidency as the
encyclopedia lists this work in its abbreviations of frequently cited works
A glossary briefly defines several words or expressions common in
latter day saint usage one can quibble here and there great and
abominable church is all assemblies congregations or associations of
people not authorized by god and that fight against god and his purposes
41768 A short definition of this nature is likely to be misunderstood
for most organizations such as the american historical association
and even the local sewing circle show no evidence of authorization
from god manifesto of 1890 is defined as the pronouncement that
the church had officially ended the practice of polygamy 41769
well at least pronouncement and officially suggest the possibility
of interpretation but did the manifesto purport to end the practice of
polygamy ie the continuation of marriage relationships already established or only the solemnization of new plural marriages fortunately for
these and many other key terms in the glossary an asterisk signals the
presence of a longer more adequate article on the same topic in the body
of the work
in the area of church history one can turn to history of the
church 2598 which has separate lengthy articles on six successive
periods from 1820 to 1990 by historians of established reputation these
articles cumulatively comprise a very useful history of the church
closely related articles are those by douglas F tobler and S george
ellsworth
history significance to latter day saints 2595 only
partially adequate to the subject and by howard C searle who wrote
excellent articles on church historians 2589 and joseph smiths history of the church 2647
41
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to derive the complete value of the encyclopedia for the study of
church history one needs also to examine the numerous more specialized
historical articles ranging from first vision 2515 through
seagulls miracle of 31287 and on to women roles of 41574
add to these the biographies and place references mountain meadows
massacre 2966 south bainbridge afton new york 31400
etc and one has a rather good resource for mormon history on the
introductory level
always of special interest is the subject of polygamy treated here
under plural marriage 31091 we read that plural marriage was
16openly
openly practiced 31094 after the departure of the saints from
nauvoo although it was known by some people it was not publicly
announced or proclaimed until 1852 31094 we read that the exact
percentage of participation is unknown but that a maximum of from
20 to 25 of latter day saint adults were members of polygamous
households 31095 adults or married adults or should it as 1I think
be stated so as to include all family members since the degree of
participation varied from year to year and from place to place we are still
far from having a precise reading the article under history of the
church states more carefully that in some communities as much as
twenty to twentyfive
twenty five percent of the latter day saint population eventually lived in polygamous households with most men who practiced
polygamy having one to four plural wives 2617
it is childs play to come up with suggestions for articles not found
here especially in the biographies one can imagine the policy decisions
that ruled out many potential biographical sketches but 1I would argue
strenuously that B H roberts is far more important to understanding
mormon history than say david patten or junius F wells and where
is J golden kimball marvin 0 ashton legrand richards matthew
cowley or that great missionary ben E rich although much information about these and many other figures can be found in the encyclopedia
by consulting the index for example roberts is discussed under intelunder humor 2664 and
lectual history 2685 J golden kimball underhumor
legrand richards under presiding bishopric 31128 for anything
approaching an encyclopedia of mormon biography we will have to fall
Jen sons old work 2 supplementing it with such newer
bensons
back on andrew jensons
compilations as sister saints 1978 3 supporting saints 1985 4 and the
annual editions of the deseret news church almanac 5
if non mormon scholars are unimpressed with the articles on the
11112
112
scriptures stephen E robinson explains in bible scholarship lilt
cormons work see also philip
some of the limitations within which mormons
mormons andthebible
B
by oxford university press 6
published
bibie publishedby
arlow s cormons
edby
and the bible
barlowsmormons
publish
mentioned in the bibliography at the end of the article on bible king
16
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james version likewise theologians and theology students who find
little of substance in articles of interest to them should read louis C
midgleys
ys article on theology 41475 which explains latter day
Midgle
saint neglect of this area as it is traditionally understood within the
latter day saint frame of reference most readers should find the articles
on scripture and theology informative
the influence of the foundation for ancient research and mormon
studies FARMS is apparent in many of the articles on the book of
mormon in the article on archaeology 162 david J johnson offers
a carefully worded statement on the paucity of direct confirmation of
the book of mormon through the surviving remnants of material culture
nevertheless hugh W nibley unique polymath and inspiration to a
generation of younger scholars has written articles on the book of
mormons
cormons
Mor mons near eastern background temples and the teachings of
brigham young in addition to judge from the number of citations to
Nibley his influence is pervasive
CWHN collected works of hugh nibley7
throughout the encyclopedia
especially welcome are the articles on science and religion by
evensons
Even sons article on
robert L miller and erich robert paul william E evensong
evolution 2478 explains the main tension well enough while john L
sorenson origin of man properly notes a range of opinions on the
actual creation process 31053 and reflects agreement among all
mormons that god created the human race
cormons
A sampling of a few articles might lead one to characterize mor
alist you know the sectarian world
triumphalist
mons as arrogant and triumph
thinks such and such but we know better actually 1I am glad that these
authors are forthright and are allowed their own voice no apologies here
no pusillanimous effort to curry favor with the world whatever happens
during the next century the encyclopedia ofmormonism
of Mormonism will stand as a
mormonisms
sms faith position one hundred and sixty
strong statement of Mormoni
years after its origin
ism in the descriptive articles which
triumphalism
happily there is no triumphal
set forth with honesty and frankness the current state of affairs with
mormons as they actually are for example
respect not to doctrine but to cormons
13 or
Cunning
see perry H cunninghams
cunninghamd
hams article on activity in the church 1113
13 most valuable are the
lawrence A youngs on single adults 1113
data supported by wonderfully clear graphs and tables in the articles on
vital statistics 41518 and social characteristics 31371 inactivity sex and age distribution marital characteristics adults with college
experience women in the work force substance abuse it is all here not
the church as we would like it to be but as it is on the other hand the
article on dating and courtship 1357 sets forth only the ideal of
7
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behavior and one looks in vain on this occasion for a paragraph acknowledging that as always there is a gap between the ideal and the reality
sometimes I1 detect an antihistorical or ahistorical bias on many
topics where there has been an evolution of thinking often the result of
what we might prefer to call continuous revelation the reader is
frequently left uninformed for example an article on dance 1354
fails to mention one of the most interesting and revealing facets of that
history the tension between church standards and some of the popular
dances of different eras including at one time the waltz truman G
Mad sens topical summary of the teachings of joseph smith has no
maddens
madsens
chronological grounding and for the adam god doctrine a cross
entry under young brigham
Ni
reference sends us to hugh nibleys
teachings of brigham young 41609 where practically nothing on the
subject is found the better cross reference is to the final paragraphs and
references in the article on adam 117.
117 actually 1I like both the
madsen and nibley articles they are handy summaries but they and
many other articles ignore development and historical context diligent
readers can find some of the chronological background in the historical
articles as well as in such entries as ward 41541
41541 or bishop history
11119
119
ilg
of the office ilig
the attitude in much of the encyclopedia seems to be give us the
facts maam just the facts or more to the point just tell us what the
church teaches now not all the tortuous historical peregrinations
certainly this is what we get under race racism 31191 1I dont
quarrel with the emphasis but do call attention to it
there are many gems in these volumes they cannot all be mentioned but I1 wish to express appreciation for rex E lee on constitutional law 1315 stephen R covey on discipleship 1384
howard M bahr on individuality 2680 bruce C hafen on grace
2560 and justice and mercy 2775 william G hartley on
organization organizational and administrative history 31035
william 0 nelson on anti mormon publications 145 C terry
agency 126 and truth
warner
wamer on accountability 1113
13
41489 mae blanch on prayer 31117 michael hicks on music
2793 karen lynn davidson on hymns and hymnody 2667
mark on blessings 1128 roger R keller on clergy
bruce B clark
dark
1288 keith E norman on deification early christian 1369 and
authors of the several articles on literature but as when from the pulpit
you begin to thank those who have assisted with a ward function it is
probably a mistake to start naming names each reader will have a
different list of favorites
there is far more here than just official mormondom far more than
a slick public relations presentation of the church the readers aware

bleys
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ness of the larger scope of mormon culture is enhanced by treatments of
art in mormonism 173 artists visual 170 folk art 2516
folklore 2518 KSL radio 2800 literature and music one can
look up garments 2534 and one can also read about missionary life
visitors centers and welfare services not to be overlooked is david J
cherrington on societies and organizations 31387 where one can
find a clear statement of six important functions that can be fulfilled by
unofficial organizations and publications
we are told that the work is intended for both the non mormon and
11lxi
axi
the LDS reader lixi
lxi that tells us something about the level at which
these generally brief articles had to be pitched along with the explanation
that the authors were instructed to assume readers who were high school
graduates or beginning college students of course so long as the work
is expensive and in english it will not be available to most converts or
even church members still it is a start and should do much good
there are some surprising omissions parley P pratts plural
marriages and the motivation behind his assassination and inconsistencies and despite all the best efforts of the production staff a few
typographical errors slipped through wulf barsh 172 should be
barsch gilbert scharff 152 should be scharffs and if 1I am not
mistaken dennis bitton 31414 should be davis bitton
of mormonism is a genuine
the fact remains that the encyclopedia ofmormonism
landmark in publication and scholarship about the church As a standard reference source for basic information and a point of departure for
further discussion and research it will serve us well all who participated
in its completion should be congratulated serious students of mormonism members or non members might well wish to forego ballet tickets
for one season or find an alternative rationalization in order to purchase it

NOTES
james R clark
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